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Lecturer Young
S^\

Today

to Speak
on Far East

College of Pacific and Stockton Junior College, Stockton, Calif., Friday, April 10, 1942

pacific Women
fin Speech
Sweepstakes
^ar Causes Slight
Curtailment
to half its usual size, the
a speech tournament held at
fc'ific commenced last Friday1 and
,J
On account of
for two days.
:I°
tire curtailment and present nanal conditions only thirteen colis from California, Washington,
Svada and Missouri were repreSlashed

IJJNEKS

Of the one hundred contestants
4, men's sweepstakes were won by
tbt University of Southern Califor(jj, while the women's were won
It'the College of Pacific.
The University of Southern Cali
fornia placed first in both the men's
i!1(| women's debate but were fol
lowed closely by other schools. The
I University of California at Los An
gles placed second in the men's,
ud Redlands stole second place for
die women. The College of Patific entered Allan Breed and Claude
f Hogan who took third in
debate
while Pacific's teams Pearl Steiner
ad Eleanor Powell, Jackie Judge
'and Florence McKaig tied for the
women's third.
WOMEN PLACE

In the women's extemporary
Pacific stole the show with Pearl
Sterner placing first, Margaret Stimnann and Jackie Judge taking sec
ond and third respectively. Eleanor
Powell and Jackie Judge ran first
and second respectively in the wo
men's oratory, while Pauline Davis
placed second and Florence McKaig
third in women's impromptu.
Other Pacificites participating in
the events were Joe Kegler, George
Kapel ,Dick Pedersen, Herb Witt,
Ken Hastin and Iola Whitlock.

New Ruling on

Incomplete

^ades Issued
The following official statement
'°mes from the Personnel Comffllttee 'n regard to the new ruling
""teeming removal of incomplete
sf°r the Junior College:
One semester's time will be
owed for the removal of an
'"complete and receiving of
subscript grade. If not re
moved by that time it will be
come an "F."
3

This rule will affect all incomPletir
4 «°rded for the present spring
P
-ruma e
4e fact ' mphasis is placed upon
fitted t^at 3 f°n8er time is per
:«nt i m
to rnake up inMeEteS ant* receive subscript
i0
namely, from two weeks
timpHf.Sernester—but that the total
as been reduced from
fct to
one semester before the unJoved jncomplete becomes an

ESection Regulations Set
By Executive Committee
Because of the following conditions the Executive Com
mittee has evolved a set of regulations to govern election
campaign advertising:
CONDITIONS
1. To conform with the na
tional emergency by cutting
down on the use of paper,
cardboard, etc. and other
scarce material.
2. To cut down on the high
sums of money spent by can
didates on advertising.
3. To keep the campus in a
semblance of good order and
neatness.
REGULATIONS
The following are the regu
lations:
1. There shall be no adver
tising in the Pacific Weekly.
2. All printed or similar
materials shall be stationary
and shall conform to minimum
size of 12 inches by 15 inches
and a maximum size of 10
square feet.
3. Posters or other similar

Author to Discuss
'Pacific Situation'
James R. Young will conclude
the annual lecture series next
Monday at 8:15 p. m. when he
speaks in Pacific Auditorium on
"The Situation in the Pacific
Area Today."
WELL QUALIFIED
A resident of Tokio for four
teen years, director of Interna
tional News Service operations
for the Orient for thirteen years,
Mr. Young is well able to present
an accurate picture of the present
conflict.
"Jimmy" Young was back in
the United States "on parole"
when the war began. He had
been arrested for alleged libeling
of Japanese officials in news dis
patches to America.
BOOKS
He is the author of "Inside
Japan," "Behind the Rising Sun"
and numerous other books and
articles on the Far East in tur
moil.

Work on Annual
Nears End

Vocational Conference
Scheduled for Next Week
Compulsory Assembly Tuesday
To Open Annual Meet
The necessity of planning careers and the need for
emphasis on emergency work will be discussed at the annual
vocational conference sponsored by the Pacific Student Asso
ciation next Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday.
The conference will officially begin Tuesday with a

CO-DIRECTOR

IF VIOLATED
Any candidate or his cam
paign managers or supporters
who violate these regulations
place the candidate subject to
removal from the ballot.
The following dates for the
election have been set: nom
inations, next Thursday; ac
ceptance speeches and intro
ductions, Tuesday, April 21;
election, Thursday, April 23.

James R.Young to Conclude
Lecture Series Monday

Sales for the 1942 Naranjado
will soon close definitely, warns
Tom Bowe, business manager.
Students who have not made a
down payment are urged to do so
at once: otherwise, they will not be
able to obtain a copy of the first
pictorial account of the effect of the
second world war on campus
students.
Practically all the copy has been
sent to the engraver, and the writ
Tr;Ts>n 111
'acks ^°ach Earl "Stonewall" ten material is being completed. If
Sin" te™P°rarily "out ,of work progresses according to sched
ectC(j j/j because of an tn- ule. the book should be out in
early June.

kckso

materials may be placed only
in the following places — as
spaed provides — and shall be
limited to one poster per in
dividual candidate in each of
those places: Conservatory, Cub
house, dining hall and living
groups.
4. There shall be no poster
or other similar materials
placed off the campus.
5. Automobiles may be
painted.

LECTURER

Professor J. H. JONTE, codirector with Dr. Bawden, states
that the recently concluded
Death Valley tour was one of the
most successful in the history of
the trip.

Valley Tour Has
Good Spirit,
Program Talent
One change was made in the
itinerary for the Death Valley
trip — camp was made at Dar
win Falls on Thursday night in
stead of at Lone Pine as origin
ally slated. Otherwise, the sched
ule was followed.

Another speaker in the lecture
series is JAMES YOUNG, a form
er resident of the Pacific war
area. His speech will deal with
those problems of the Japanese
war with which1 he is so familiar.

Negro Speaker
to Address
Chapel
Highlighting the next chapel
hour will be a talk by Herbert King,
an outstanding Negro leader. Mr.
King will discuss "The Young Ne
gro Faces Democracy."
The speaker is a graduate of the
Oberlind Theological Seminary of
South Carolina. At present he is
the associate secretary of the Na
tional Student Y.M.C.A. and is
touring the United States for the
youth movement. His aim is to
improve the organization by better
programs.
In addition to speaking at chapel
he is scheduled to appear at the
S.C.A. cabinet meeting on Monday
night.

According to Professor J. H.
Jonte, this year's trip was the
best ever taken, due to the ex
ceptionally good spirit of the par
ticipants. This unity of feeling
was probably due in part by the
use of buses; thirty people trav
eled together instead of five, as
was the custom in previous years.
Another unique feature of the
trip this year was the exception
al talent displayed at the campfire programs. Professor Jonte
said there was a greater amount
of variety shown and longer pro
grams given than had been pre
viously.
The tour began at 6:30 a. m.
on Saturday, March 28, and ended
at 7 p. m. on Saturday, April 4.

compulsory assembly at 8:55
when Dean Corson will speak on
the subject of vocations.
PROGRAM
The following is the tentative
program of the conference. Offi
cial programs will be given out
at the opening assembly confer
ence.
A meeting for women only will
be held at 9:50. Speaking on the
needs of women for careers will
be Miss Ethel Mae Hill, Mrs.
Kathleen Seagraves, Dr. Alan
Waldo, Miss Caroline Shrodes,
Mrs. Maxine Garrigan and Mr. C.
Howard Hopkins.
At 11:40 Miss Lawler of the
California State Hospital will
speak on occupational therapy in
room 222 of Weber Hall.
Opportunities in christian ser
vice will be the topic discussed
by Dr. Colliver at 2:25 in room
202 of the Religious Education
Building.
PANEL DISCUSSION
Wednesday the subject of edu
cation will be open for panel dis
cussion during the 9:50 and 10:45 periods; at 10:45 government
service for men and women and
social work opportunities.
At 1:30 medicine will be dis
cussed in room 111 of Weber Hall,
also opportunities for physical
education instructors in the
Armed Forces. At 2:25 an Army
recruiting officer will be the
guest speaker.
Thursday chemistry will be the
subject of discussion at 9:50. Al
so to be discussed will be social
welfare work for men and wo
men. At 1:30 the director of
nurses of St. Joseph's Hospital
will speak on nursing.

1
hi

Organ Installing
To Take
Three Months

The San Francisco Kress organ
which was given to the College to
be installed in the new Morris
Chapel on the campus will not be
ready for use until the coming fall
semester.
Robert Burns, Pacific's registrar,
,is now completing plans for the
three-month installation period of
this $37,000 instrument. Although
no date has been set by the admin
istration for the completion, it is
hoped to have it set up for use by
the first meeting of chapel next fall.
The College of Pacific was
donated this organ three weeks ago
by Mr. S. H. Kress of New York
City, who became interested in the
Professor Allan Bacon will be the College of late and especially in the
,next speaker for the Classical Club, beautiful, recently completed chapel.

Bacon to Speak

which meets in old Anderson Hall
next Wednesday evening at eight

Chapel Talk

This afternoon an explanation
o'clock. Professor Bacon's subject
will be given in the Morris Chapel
will be "Musical Criticism; the
on the symbolism to be seen in
Search for a Criterion." All who the windows and other furnishings
are interested are cordially invited.
of the building.

years.
niversity of Missouri
Boone county becausL
°n ered the largest casi
ent in 1839.
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PANORAH

MUSIC MORALE
"One man with a dream at pleasure
Shall go forth and conquer a crown,
And three with a new song's measure
Shall trample an empire down."
— Arthur O'Shaughnessy

By JOHN DENNIS

We spent a pleasant vaca
the sun at Carmel and in t|
at Yosemite. People Seeir
peaceful and affectionate a
that only the newsstands an
in uniform provided grim
of America at war. The
streets of Carmel echoed w;
clatter of their boots: at nj
the doorways they bargained
with the harpies. There was
against Yoscmite's green on
morn and these young mer
openly and unashamed.

These lines express the opinion of most that "music
makes morale" both for the civilian and the military popu
lace of America. That the Army and Navy hold to this
premise is seen in their organization of bands.
That the non-fighters find music helpful is proven by
the spontaneous outbreak of community singing in the first
Great War, by the appearance of singable, robust victory
songs since Pearl Harbor.
Music teachers throughout the country, and that in
cludes those in Pacific's Conservatory, are doing their
battles here 011 the home front, and they are winning! As
yet no great marching song has reached the popularity
achieved by some in 1918, but everyone is singing some
kind of a song, and that's Wfiat counts.
It may be true that singing in wartime is like whistling
in the dark — but oh how it helps.

AGGRESSION
Again some college administrators have displayed the
aggressive policy which is keeping the College ahead of
similar institutions.
Those responsble are to be congratulated for the organ
recently donated for Morris Chapel. It undoubtedly will add
to the already grand building.
Mr. Kress, too, should be given a vote of thanks.

CtEQWjE ftvWNK>To -

ELDORADO Collegiana
Easy money!
This is the eldorado of the twentieth century. It is this
to which flock the adventurers, the ne'er-do-wells and even
college students.
Easy money isn't with us all the time. No, like the gold
rush of old it appears only in extraordinary times. It coaxes
men from the conservative security of their hum-drum lives;
it nurtures them with dreams of grandeur; it teases them
with promise of even bigger and better things; it puts them
on a pedistal of gold; then it changes into fool's gold, or
mica or even tin trinkets.
Then it is too late, and the King Midas touch has proven
to he but a Cinderella dream.
A gold rush will exhaust itself; so will a war boom.

BOB CONAWAY

IRVINE SPRAGUE

Phone 9-9121

Phone 8-8710
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By BARBARA ORR
It seems that the boys and gals
up at Davis ate feudin'. The gals
are saying that the men are becom
ing lilly pushers and aren't what
they are cracked up to be. The men
say that they got along swell before
women started going to Davis and
that if the women don't like what
the men do they can get out. We
hope the kids finally come to an
understanding.
Not so long ago we told you that
the University of San Francisco was
trying to raise enough money to
buy a jeep for the army. Well, they
succeeded in raising enough money
to purchase not one, but seven
jeeps. Some campaign!
Speaking of superiority, the male
species at Los Angeles City College
took a turn for the worse not long
ago. During the presentation of a
surgical operation movie, which
showed the complete reconstruction
of a shattered and infected jaw, six
men hurriedly departed and one
fainted. You have to hand it to the
girls; they sat calmly through the
entire picture.
A recent Student Opinion Poll
Survey showed that almost half of
the college students in the United
States have never had a course in
college mathematics. Gosh are we
dumb.
University of Wisconsin students
who attended the 1942 junior prom
went without corsages to buy more
than $500 worth of defense stamps.

Classes in military science and
tactics will be conducted during
summer sessions at the University of
Printed weekly by the John Muldowney Printing Co., 128-130 N
California Street; Phone 2-8315. Campus Offices, Room 311, Minnesota this year for the first
Administration Building; Phone 9-9121.
time.
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"We dM it before and we can
4o it aeaim*
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Also Selected
SHORT SUBJECTS

PACIFIC
MUSIC
NOTES
By BILL RAMSEY
Wih Easter only a memory of a
day too bad to show off Easter
bonnets without having them duly
dunked, a day shunned by the
Chamber of Commerce, and most
assuredly unreferred to by the
weather man, we now are in the
home stretch. Pianos are tinkling in
the Conservatory practice rooms,
voices break forth in studios (some
even break), and the commence
ment recital is in the not-too-distant
future. Come on studes, don't spare
the ivories.
Lew Ford, not being able to make
his Easter Sunrise Service solo ap
pearance on account of the (CEN
SORED) weather, gave good ac
count of himself in the Chapel ser
vice on Tuesday morning. Jack
Ligthart assisted in the musical
portion of the ministry with a cello
solo. Professor Allan Bacon con
tributed with his organistic mood in
the spirit of worship.
This afternoon Miss Burton, Mr.
Walton and Jack Ligthart will ap
pear before the Martinez Study Club
in a variety program of vocal and
instrumental numbers.
Dean Elliott will return tomor
row from his trip to the Middle
West. He represented the College of
Pacific at the Music Educator's Na
tional Conference at Milwaukee.
Upon the request of the Conference,
he appeared on one of the college
music panels. Due to the fact that
the Conservatory is one of the few
Western colleges accredited by the
National Association of Schools of

(Continued on Page Six)

And so we're back, a
here, too —- men . . .
We've talked with severa
tempt to see how edui
death changes ideals and
The concensus seemed to I
adjustment to army rout
insuperable, but it is very
it is usually unpleasant;
little opportunity for emc
pression by the individua
would wish to minimize
lent work done by service
tions, civic clubs, and
civilians; rather one wo
the urgent need for a mot
cooperative attitude amor
eral populace.

Somehow, too many of th
citizens seem to feel that sold
uniform are a different bit
men; if certain differences a
parent, one must consider th
ditioning elements present in
camps. Life there is neither:
or normal in comparison to i!
ilian way. Next consider tl
portunities for conditioning t
as civilians possess; but apatl
difference, or fear on the p
civilians does simply this: it
the man in uniform to his o\
vices which are often socially
ceptable. The present gap is
by widened.

College students and facu
civilians; the college is a soci;
as well as an academic urn
possess facilities which cot
utilized to provide organized
tainment and recreation for i
the service; so far, any provisi
organized entertainment ha:
sporadic or nil. We can no
afford to take a negative o:
vious attitude; indifferent he
ity won't do. Who these m
what they are sacrificing, a"1
they must do is obvious and
They need the very thing
smugly possess—the feeling
longing and opportunity f°
expression.

We know that this is an
sive issue because of its cofflp'1
we also know that if letharg
tape and some pointless f°rl1
are dispensed with, a sound
less solution may be achieve
surprisingly short time.

bet

The castor bean may
major United States crop
which will flow oil needed
place imports cut off by
war, says Dr. W. L. Burlis®1
University of Illinois.
Longest biography lfl
Who is that of Nicholas
Butler, president of Colo®
versity— 129 lines.
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tfgocy Harbert

THE DOWN Third Student
iBEAT
Recital
By ERNEST FARMER
Given Tuesday
C.O.P. students who were disap

n Symphony
Concert Artist
fioi

led

Features Girls
Varied Program

s
qui,

sftcr many college students were
,.jng their vacations, the Stockth d» C
"symphony Orchestra was pre
ght I°n A fa concert under the direction
Wq fianlm Silva March 30. This
kbit
the fifth concert of the current
Easti "S n and proved to be one of the

*ta f programs of interest as well as

naiiJ

petition.

PROGRAM

pointed by the absence of a name
band at the Mardi Gras may derive
some consolation from the follow
ing. Because of war conditions, the
student legislature of the University
of North Carolina voted a top ex
penditure of $750 on dances for the
duration. Though by no means a
small amount, it does not'eompare
with the $4500 usually spent. This
action will probably rule out the
appearance of many of the Univer
sity's distinguished musical alumni,
who include: Kay Kyser, John
Scott Trotter, Jan Garber, Skinnay
Ennis, and the late Hal Kemp.

Next Tuesday evening at 8:15
the series of
student
recitals
will continue. This is the third
in the group and will feature the
artistry of six young ladies of
the Conservatory. Verle Goble
and Kathleen Secara will handle
the pianistic renditions, Phyllis
Magnuson and Claire Wilkens
will present violin selections,
while Myra Linn will be the lone
vocalist.
The program will be varied as
follows:
PROGRAM

I
Bourree
Bach
Sarabande
Bach
and as usual the delicateness IN THE SOUTH
Humoreske
Tschaikowsky
,[ Mozart's techniques found welDuring our vacation in the South
Verle Goble
Mozart's Symphony Number 35

•ollowed the "Luisa Miller Over-

,0t reception upon a good reading we dropped in to hear Claude
j, the orchestra.
Thornhill in Hollywood. We were
halo's "Symphony Espanol" pre- unimpressed. Thornhill has consid
ed the soloist, Miss Nancy Har- erably changed the style of his
je[(i it was with enthusiasm and band since their summer debut at
precision that Miss Harbert appear- Balboa in 1940. At that time he
J gome of the depth of tone color had a distinctive style and a band
ggte. from the low range itself, full of impressive performers. It
rhile at other times a richness was would be unfair to say that the
nrest that exemplified an artistic present band is bad; however, it has
ptrformance. Those last two words, ceased to be unique and is heading
"artistic performance" offer the best towards the realm of mediocrity.
possible short resume of Miss Har
Sunny Dunham, who is remem
m's playing. Her stage presence
ad deft bow handling was a pleas- bered by most for his trumpet solo
in to see and with an orchestra on the Casa Loma record of
that sounded at a "peak" perform "Memories of You," has finally hit
ance, her playing demands carefully the big time with a band of his
selected adjectives in order to do her own. It has been a long, hard pull,
die honor that was hers for such a but the band has had a great suc
cess during its current tour. They
performance.
arrived at the Palladium Tuesday
BROWN DIRECTS
and have been knocking the cats
While attending Stockton High
out with their pseudo-Lunceford
School, Nancy studied with Horace
style. It will be interesting to see
I, Brown of the College Conservahow the Dunham crowds compare
tory. For her solo number, Mr.
with those attracted by Harry
Brown assumed the directors po
James, who is due to follow Sunny
dium, and Maestro Silva filled Mr.
at the Palladium.
Brown's customary concertmaster's
place.
IN THE MOVIES
R.K.O. is now filming a new
Russian color and beauty were
present in Tschaikovsky's "Sleeping movie about swing music titled
fonty Ballet Suite." Five move- "Syncopation." Besides a notable
icnts were performed; all with acting cast the picture will contain
a jam session featuring Benny
considerable finish.
Goodman, Tommy Dorsey, Harry
fi is gratifying to attend such an
James, Count Basie and other noted
tTent> and Mr. Silva must have felt
band leaders. It is due for release in
*at such a program was a great
May, and we are anxious to see the
contribution to the Stockton audiresults of the combined efforts of
""c that attended.
America's top swing artists.

SIERRA
THEATRE

NOW
JACK

LONDON'S

"ADVENTURES OF
MARTIN EDEN"
GLENN

The leader of the country's top
band celebrated his 20th year in
dance music last week. Backstage at
the Howard Theatre in Washing
ton, D. C., Duke Ellington, assisted
by three members of his original
band, cut the anniversary cake, and
reminisced. Reversing the accepted
procedure,
Ellington,
musically
speaking, has "brought the moun
tain to Mahomet" by refusing to
lower the calibre of his music to a
commercial level. As a result of this

EVELYN KEYES
ERWIN

— ALSO —
HLTGH HERBERT

Weniawski

Village Dance
Burleigh
Phyllis Magnuson
Mrs. Ellis Harbert at the piano
III.
Arabesque in E
Debussy
Prelude in E Minor .... MacDowell
Kathleen Secara
IV.
The Swallows ,
Dell Acqua
My Sweet Repose
Schubert
Una voce poco fa
Rossini
(from Barber of Seville)
Myra Linn
Lois Long at the pinao
V.
Reflections in the Water ..Debussy
Dorothy Law
VI.
Arioso
Bach-Franko
Three Studies from
"Hexapoda"
Bennett
Jane Shakes Her Hair
Betty and Harold Close
Their Eyes
Till Dawn Sunday
Claire Wilkens
Richard Enns at the piano
ANNOUNCEMENTS:
April 21—Second Senior Recital
April 28 Fourth Student Recital.
Women students at Hunter col
lege, New York, are training to be
come weather observers at airports
and bureaus.
attitude he is singular in his field
and commands the respect of all.
WHO DUNIT?
In the last issue of the Press this
column informed you of the broad
cast schedule of the Stockton Field
Band. Merriweather now makes us
out a liar by saying "The band
isn't going to broadcast any more."
Merriweather wants to know
"Why?" Merriweather wants to
know "Who"? Merriweather says
"Whoever is keeping this solid
group off of the air is a cheap bum."

FORTY-NINE
DRUG CO.

FORD

CLAIR TREVOR
STUART

II.
Legende

Main & EI Dorado.
Poplar & Yosemite.

NOW
"WILD BILL
HICKOK RIDES"
with BRUCE CABOT

in

"DON'T GET
PERSONAL"

— AND
"OBLIGING
YOUNG LADY"

Ph. 2-4893
Ph. 2-5143

Everything to be found in a
First-class Pharmacy
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Trying Pan' Cast Prepares
For Opening Performance
Three-Act Comedy to Play
April 17, 18, 24 and 25
Rehearsals for "Out of the Fry duction, "Mostly Murder," if they
ing Pan" are in full swing with the in turn sample his newest concoc
entire cast preparing for perform tion from the kitchen.
ances April 17, 18, 24 and 25.

REAL MURDER

COMEDY
This next Little Theater offer
ing is a comedy in three acts writ
ten by Francis Swann and directed
by De Marcus Brown. The story
is concerned with a group of young
Thespians trying to get their start
on the boards of New York City.
A certain amount of deception takes
place when three girls living in
a cheap apartment pool resources
with several boys to make their
life in New York less expensive.
However, need for a so-called
"break" is evident as the cash grows
meager. But it looks as though
the young hopefuls will be taken
off their hamburger diet when Mr.
Kenny, Broadway producer and
amateur culinary artist, moves into
the apartment below. After a great
deal of trouble, Mr. Kenny is
persuaded to watch their perform
ance of his current Broadway pro

notes from
c.p.t. flyers

NEXT PRODUCTION
Upon completion of "Out of the
Frying Pan" work will begin on
the next Little Theater offering—
"Faust"—which will be held on
the stage of the outdoor theater if
conditions are favorable.
Dates
for the showing will be announced
in the near future.

selves. We hope that more par
ents will come up and visit us.
The way things are going now
we will be through up here in
ahout six weeks, maybe sooner.
Some of the.primary students will
be ready for flight tests next
week. The ground school will
finish up by May 16 at the latest.
The primary fellows will prob
ably go right into the secondary
class, while the secondary class
is not sure where they are going.
The majority of them are hoping
to get into the cross-country
course and become instructors.
The Army is taking over in June
and we do not know whether or
not they will change the pro
gram. We will get uniforms, pay,
and everything that goes with
the Army.
The fellows in the cross-coun
try class took their ground school
test last week and everyone of
them got 100! That is really
something.

By DON JACKSON
Spring has finally come! The
birds are singing and the grass is
turning green. The trees are not
yet in bloom but it won't be long.
We were in Stockton for Easter
week-end and the campus really
looks all right. All of the fellows
up here are getting spring fever.
We don't feel like working at all.
The weather is swell for flying
though.
April 6 was Army Day and
Carson City had a celebration.
Some Army planes were supposed
t arrive in the morning but they
could not make it. A parachute
jump was also called off. In the
afternoon all flying and classes
were called off because of a pa
rade. All of the instructors and
students had the pleasure of
Crushing 18-inch thick concrete
marching in it.
and gently cracking egg shells are
After the parade there was a equally easy for a new two-and-ashort program held in front of half story testing machine in the
the Supreme Court building.
technological institute of North
Nevada's Governor Carville gave
a short talk and the Carson City western University.
high school and the Carson City £Jllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllji
bands each played a selection.
All in all it was a very nice 1 IF YOU WANT A JOB— 1
|
Secretarial
show and we enjoyed it.
Civil Service
Two week-ends ago the Co-op
Higher Accountancy
had the pleasure of entertaining
Mrs. Coale and Mr. and Mrs. | Free employment service. §
Ruff, who had come up to visit
their sons. The cooks treated
them to a swell dinner on Sun
(Since 1896)
day, and then the fellows got to
1 SCHOOL OF BUSINESS I
gether and entertained them.
California at Weber
They were pleased with the way
Stockton
that the house was run and with
the way that we conducted our .fiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMMiiiimmiiiiNiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiriTliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiii?

I HUMPHREY'S 1

ri

Starts Saturday!

GET HAPPY WITH HOPE!

LOUISIANA PUR
ON PACIFIC AVENUE

In Technicolor

LINDBERG'S

BOB HOPE - VERA ZORINA
Victor Moore - Dona Drake
— also —
"TARGET FOR TONIGHT"

TUXEDO BARBER SHOP
For Satisfying Haircuts

F years.
ipr""",/y*

diversity of Missouri
i Boone county becaus *
c—• offered the largest cas<4
in 1839.

By a strange turn of events, the
New York police are convinced
that they have a real murder mys
tery on their hands, so well has the
play been enacted.
After many
exciting instances and confusion,
the play comes to its close, a true
comedy in every sense of the word.
Betty Kinnear heads the cast with
Dick Schneider. Following closely
are Pattie Schuler, Warren Mohr,
Dick Barkle, Clint Sherwood, Lu
cille Rowe, Frances Crozier, Jack
Fisher and Wanona Barber.

' • '..s: Mon
Itt: Days '
A ; JStfin

itton

b
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RADIO CODE IS
IMPORTANT
TO COUNTRY

fourth week of study. The fifth
week she came up to ten words.
In the advanced course Tom
Churchill after ten weeks started
receiving twelve words a minute
and has gone up to eighteen. "I
expect him to hit twenty words
a minute this week," says Pro
fessor Welch. "Tom has made
very good progress; he went
through his basic course in eight
weeks which is excellent work."

"Radio code is becoming in
creasingly important to the na
tion and to the campus of College
of Pacific. This class is one of
the most important on the cam
pus and some exceptional things
are being done in it," said Pro ENROLLMENT
fessor Herbert E. Welch in charge
About thirty students are en
of the radio laboratory on the
rolled
in the day-time classes. In
campus.
the night course there are from
PURPOSE
fifty to fifty-five women from the
The job the radio code classes Women's Ambulance Defense
are trying to. master is to shorten Corps. These women come two
the learning time for radio code. nights a week for two hours a
Their first task is to memorize night and are progressing with
the letters of code, next learn to surprising speed.
recognize them in sound and
finally form words when the let
Music library at the University
ters are given at speed.
of Wisconsin contains more than
Two students, Eleanor Powell 2,500 volumes of a historical, bio
and Tom Churchill, have made
exceptional progress. In the ele graphical, critical or scientific na
mentary class Eleanor Powell ture, as well as several hundred
took eight words a minute in her miniature scores.

DANCE * TONIGHT • DANCE
Ladies 30c, Men 45c before 8:45 p. m.

KENNY HEPPER'S ORCHESTRA

Dancing — 3 Big Nights
WEDNESDAY

+

FRIDAY

+

SATURDAY

DISTINCTIVE, NEW

TRIAMOH BALLROOM

THE liinnnER

DOWNSTAIRS STORE
THE COAT THAT
TOPS
EVERYTHING

CASUAL
TOPPER

crisp shetlands, nubby
weaves, in dashing
young coats to top
your spring wardrobe.
100% wools,
all of them,
and new, exciting
colors — sky blue,
fireman red, nude,
bamboo beige.

Prices That Fit

rasree

y oars

•".Stag-g- Upsets Cal."
"We dM it before and we can
*> It aeaia"

In the spring and at Rhizomia,
the young men's fancies are turning
toward the eighty-fourth annual
spring formal, to be held April 18
from nine to one.
The dance, which is held in
honor of the graduating seniors,
will bring back to their memories
all that has passed during their four
years of college life. This gives
rise to the theme of "Memory
Lane," and will be carried out in
the decorations.
The biographers of the seniors
as appointed by President Tom
Ferrari are as follows: Gene Harter, general chairman; Warner Holden, decorations; Charles Lester,
music; Bob McKeegan, patrons;
Don Huff, bids; Tom Bowe, re
freshments, and Tom Phillips,
favors. Patrons and patronesses
will be Dean and Mrs. James Cor
son, Mr. and Mrs. Robert Fenix
and Mr. and Mrs. John Arnold.
As further activities to keep the
boomers busy they are playing a
baseball game with Archania Sun
day morning, and as a warm up to
this classic Rhizomia will also have
a game of water polo with their
traditional rivals, Omega Phi Alpha.

Alpha Thete
Honors Two
at Dinner
Last Tuesday night Alpha Thete
had two reasons to celebrate at a
dinner given in honor of Mrs.
Turner, Alpha Thete's
house
mother, and Margaret Lee; their
birthdays were on that day. Dur
ing the course of the dinner, songs
were sung by the girls and enter
tainment was provided by • the
pledges. Virginia Spencer
was
general chairman of the evening;
the house was festively decorated
with candles and spring flowers.
Place cards and favors adorned the
table.

Rainbows Honor

Y oung Incomes

ncouiuica

Rho Lambda Phi
to Wander Down
Memory Lane

April 25 has been set as the date
for the annual spring formal to
be given by the Zetagathean Club
at the Hotel Clark. May Day will
be the theme, and dancing will be
from 9 until 1.
Committees for the affair are:
place, Madelyn Ferretti; bids, Vera
Rodoni and Frances Bocek; deco
rations, Genevieve Goss, Margareta
Bahl, Connie Yarbrough, Ola Hartin and Betty Mathews; refresh
ments, Cleo and Frances Reichmuth.
To help raise funds for the
dance, the club is sponsoring a card
party next Friday night in the S.
C. A. building at 8 p. m. Ad
mission is twenty-five cents per
person, or one dollar a table. Re
freshments will be served by Alice
Hall, Elvira Ghiorgi and Connie
Yarbrough.

Kitten-soft fleeces,

Maxine Barks was presented
with the Grand Cross of Colors to
show that she obtained a high office
in the Order of Rainbow for Girls,
at their annual
convention
on
March 29, 30, 31.

Mil

w m
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WHEREVEl
Eye
May

BETTY MORRISON, Editor

Zetagatheans Plan
Dance, Card Party

17

ytsnrs two,

SOCIETY

KENT TAYLOR

Dorm Men
Play
LPI Abner
Tomorrow night is the night of
the big dance. Yes,, tomorrow
night Men's Hall will give their
second annual, biggest and best,
most rustic Barn Dance at
Brown's Pavilion. The affair
will be made memorable by Irv
Corren's orchestra and by the
barny decorations. A look at the
caricatures of the Hall's mem
bers hanging on the walls above
is worth the price of admission,
which is eighty-three cents in
cluding tax.
Bids for the rural terpsichorean festival may be procured from
either Erwin Ferer, Dale Fenstermacher, Bob Goodwin, War
ren Townsend, Bob Atkinsen or
Stan Resler.
Come out five miles on the
Waterloo Road to Brown's Pavil
ion and join the festivities. We'll
see you at nine o'clock in your
farmin' clothes.

Omega Phi
Featuring
Waffles
Tonight the spotlight in fra
ternity circle will focus on the
annual Omega Phi Alpha pledge
dance. As usual it will take the
form of a waffle party, with the
Bullpups doing the work in honor
of their older brothers.
Just what pledge-president Irwin
Ferer and his cohorts are planning
for the men of Omega and their
guests is a closely guarded secret.
The dance will be semi-formal, and
the committee promises something
unique in the way of campus
dances.
Bob Goodwin, Bob McMurtry
and Ed Hannay are in charge of
decorations. Bids are being secured
by Charles MacDonald and Jim
Stewart .Daren McGavren is in
charge of
entertainment.
The
welcoming committee will be head
ed by Dick Garber, with Henry
Ornellas, George Ker, and Gordon
Stringer.
Cleanup will be headed by George
Ker, Jack Chappie and
Jim
Dougherty.
More than 5,000 students signed
up for war training or war infor
mational courses offered by the
University of Michigan this semes
ter.

One thing we like about ]
vacation, all the girls conie
with bright, new spring pr;nts
of a spring debute.
And just because we're kii
rested up (?) the profs start t!
grind of trying to break us
again.
Sunday night was a madho,
all the fellows trying to see
girls after one whole week
even had two or three men api
Then there were several f
rassing incidents at the trait
tion; as though some pretty]
forgot and asked more than o
meet them.
QUESTION
Just what was all the sere;
about in the circle Tuesday? j
Thete greeting a member or h
a pledge?
Vickie Lagorio seems to
more or less adopted the A
wise boy.
"Miss You" is the theme so
the campus for Corinne Single
has not returned as yet, to
knowledge, and there are moi
mantic tales about her being s
SIMILE
As brown as Bettygene's
Valley tanned face.
As lonesome as the cat
without Dr. Knoles' familiar
ence each day.
Bob Raven paid the campi
visit Sunday, and in a sailoi
Leon Petrell was in the same t
New Easter suits?
Psychologically speaking
sound to maintain many peace
extra-curricular activities d
war, in opinion of Dr. Paul
University of Texas psycbiattii

Silver Hearts
for friendship
bracelets

Cfias. Haas & So
JEWELERS
425 K. Main St

VJ

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

Take advantage of your spare time and meet
your friends at the DELTA

DELTA
on Pacific Ave.

HVWVUIH I LU

ffvnn.n
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four Students

SPEAKER, TEACHER ATTEND MINNEAPOLIS MEET

i

Attend Speech
Tournament
Speakers Attend
Seattle Contest
Attending the Minneapolis nar»* \Z
onno Delta
nplfp speech
CTAPPPll
1 Pi
Kappa

^ .

"""lament throughout the past
'our^aWere Jackie Judge, Flor*!!> McKaig, Allan Breed and
rhude Hogan. Prof. Edward
gt'(z 0f the speech department,
member of the national
also a
' cil of the fraternity, joined
group in Chicago, Saturday,
STOP-OFFS
The two junior girls left Tues
day stopping for a debate at the
rniversity of Denver; the two
fellows left Sunday and stopped
for tournaments at Utah State
and the University of Nebraska.
The tournaments with more
than seventy-five colleges and
universities represented com
menced at Minneapolis last Mon
day and were
held throughout
the entire week; Breed and Mc
Kaig entered the extemporary
spaking contests while Judge and
Hogan entered oratorary.
BETURN
On their return they go to
Seattle to enter the Pacific For
ensic League tournaments held at
the University of Washington.

Club Meeting
The Zetagathean Club held a
short business meeting last night
in the S.C.A. Building. Final ar
rangements were made for the
card party and formal dance.
Vera Rodoni, president, presided.
The University of Wisconsin
Scandinavian department, first of
its kind in any American university,
rounded out its seventieth year re
cently.

FRIEDBERGER'S
Featuring
TIGRESS COLOGNE
FOR THE PACIFIC CO-ED
339 East Main Street
JEWELERS

Participating in an: annual speech tournament in Minne
apolis and various other tourneys on the trip home are four
members of the debate squad. Pictured above are ALLEN
BREED, JACQUELINE JUDGE, PROFESSOR EDWARD

OVER THE Visiting Bishop to Deliver First
AIR WAVES Address in Dedication Week
BY CLINT SHERWOOD
We happened on the Beside the
Bookshelf show . . . Everything
was set — Chuck Broadhurst at
one mike, John Crabbe at an
other, Emma Mae Prising at the
controls . . . Came 4:15 and the
on-the-air red light. Chuck in
troduced John and John started
his review of the new books of
the week . . .
All was well except for one
minor detail ... he wasn't on
the air. After three minutes of
frantic dashing about, a faulty
connection was found and the
program continued. To describe
the three minutes is impossibleOne can't imagine the utter help
less feeling that comes when he
can see the mouths moving, and
no voice comes over the air . . .
Ah, yes! 'tis things such as this
that brings the silver out in the
dark locks of J.- Crabbe . . .
SOMETHING NEW
A new system has been inaugu
rated this week by our radio di
rector. Each week a studio mana
ger is appointed to have complete
charge of all programs aired. Be
lieve us, this is no pipe; it means
{Continued on Page Six)

LET'S MEET AT

It's just a step from the Campus
on Pacific Avenue

RAINBOW DONUT SHOP
We Serve Breakfast,
Fountain Service, and Fresh Doughnuts

On Pacific Avenue

"Fine Art in Religion and Worship" will be the theme
of Morris Chapel dedication week.
Opening service will be held Sunday, April 19, at 3:30
p. m. James Chamberlain Baker, bishop of the California
area of the Methodist Church, will deliver the sermon of the

afternoon. The program also in-#
eludes music by the students of
JUNIOR LEADER
the College.
The junior discussion led by
Alice L. Brown, children's divi
GUEST SPEAKER
The second part of the dedica sion superintendent, Southern
tory program will take place California conference, will meet
Monday through Thursday. Dr. at Anderson Hall, social room.
Marcus Bacli, president of Fine The Reverend Robert Panzer, spe
Arts in Religion Foundation at cialist in junior high methods,
the University of Iowa, will be will lead the junior high seminar
guest speaker. He will lead four at Alhpa Theta Tau. The Rev.
seminars dealing for the most Daniel D. Walker, director of
part with the dedication theme. young people's work of the Cali
These seminars will be held from fornia conference, will supervise
the senior high group at Epsilon
2:00 to 4:00 p. m.
The seminar on Monday is Lambda Sigma.
The craft room in the Religious
"Seminar o nWorship"; Tuesday,
"Seminar on Worship"; Tuesday, Education building will be the
Wednesday, "Seminar on Drama meeting place of the young peo
and Worship"; and Thursday, ple led by Lawton Harris, execu
"Seminar on the Sacred Dance tive secretary of the East Bay
and! Worship." On the first three Church Federation. Wendell B.
executive
secretary,
evenings Dr. Bach will deliver Kramer,
addresses. On Monday night he Board of Education of the Cali
will discuss "Music in Worship"; fornia conference, will lead the
Tuesday, "The Drama and Wor adult group at the Women's Hall
ship"; and Wednesday, "The Sa Annex.
cred Dance and Worship." On ENTERTAINMENT
Thursday evening Lawton Harris
There will be nightly enter
of the College of Pacific will tainment by various college
speak on "Recreation in the groups. The A Cappella Choir
Church."

RELIGIOUS GROUPS
Seminars in religious education
will also be held. These are
scheduled so that eight will go
on simultaneously for four morn
ings. These seminars will take in
all age group, from the nursery
to the adult. Many guest direc
tors will lead the seminars. Mad
eline T. Shore, children's division
superintendent of the California
conference, will use the S.C.A.
unit, Anderson Hall, to direct the
nursery group.
Iva C. Colliver, Oakland dis
trict children's division superin
tendent, will supervise the kin
dergarten group discussion; other
group discussions will be led by
Lillian C. Treaster, specialist in
primary methods.

Semi-Formal Dance

U

J
'wt

Next Thursday evening, April
16, the final concert of the
Stockton Music Club series will
be presented. Helen Traubel, re
nowned American soprano, will
be the artist. Thjs concert prom
ises to be as successful as the
others that have preceded it. It
is scheduled for 8:30 p. m. at the
High School Auditorium. Tickets
will be available at the door.

• i

Mil

will present a concert Monday
everting. A drama, "The Terrible
Meek," under the supervision of
De Marcus Brown, will be the
highlight of Tuesday evening's
entertainment. Orchesis will per
form "The Juggler" on Wednes
day evening. And on Thursday
evening there will be a folk
game demonstration in costume
at the gym.
The whole program is free of
charge. Everyone is cordially
invited to attend.
STATEMENT
"We have many possibilities of
fine art in religion at our college.
We have the locale; all we need
is co-ordination," states Dr. Col
liver.

KING'S +- Jeweler
2047 Pacific Avenue
COSTUME JEWELRY

— AT —

BOBB INN
FOUNTAIN . . . CURB SERVICE
ON EL DORADO

SHEPHERD & GREEN
Contractors, Builders, and
Superintendents of
Construction
309 First National Bank Building

Phone 9-9017

Stockton, Calif.

"Gaiety of Hollywood"

11

Phone 4-4613

lot

!!' I

MEET THE GANG - - -

APRIL 24 — WHAT?

Bids $1.65

diversity of Missouri
Boone county becaus^
set' °^ered the largest cas
^wfiieni
ent in 1839.
.

Traubel Concert
Ends Series

Various Seminars Will Be Held;
Celebration Commences April 19

JOB'S DAUGHTERS

} years.

BETZ, who handled judging assignments, and CLAUDE
HOGAN. The fourth participant is Florence McKaig. This
group will speak at Seattle in an annual meet; in addition
they hold informal debates with schools along the route.

1
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»
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IN THE
SERVICE
The news has reached this office
of the good fortune of two former
Pacific students, Hugh McWillliams and

Aron

Rempel.

After

Over the Air Waves

NAVY WANTS
TRAINED
RADIO MEN

(Continued from Page Five)

The Naval Research Labora
tory is asking for men having
any radio education to work in
the radio division. Those who
have had some training and a
suitable education will undoub
tedly qualify for this branch of
the service.

hours of rehearsals, broadcasts
and just being around the studio.
At a rehearsal of "The Fall of
The House of Usher," there were
strange goings-on. Jackson P.
Toomay, he of the immense stat
ure, was playing the same mike
with Ken Graue and yours truly.
We exerted pressure and Jackson
consented to emote on his knees.
The sound-effects girl was going
slowly mad ... did you ever try
to have a horse approach, lift a
drawbridge, smash a huge man
sion, rattle shutters and doors,
and rush around the room to
simulate a chase? No? well, that
is precisely what she had to do.
The last time we saw her she
was eating microphones and talk
ing into a hamburger. Oh well...
For news while it's still news

While graduates in electrical en
working as civilians in rhe physical
education branch of the army, they gineering or in physics, who have
are now being sent to Florida for taken radio, communications or
officers training, after which they electronic courses are particularly
will be commissioned second lieu desirable, the Navy has found use
ful men who have but one or two
tenants.
George Marks, now a private in years of college work combined
the Army, wrote to Dr. J. with substantial radio amateur,
radio service, or other types of radio
Marc Jantzen recently srating that
experience. They are also great
he is to finish his basic training
ly interested in men who are doing
soon at Camp Barkeley, Texas. He
CAMPUS CHATTER
graduate work in physics or in elec
will then attend clerical school after
on the campus, try Pacific Pretrical engineering.
which he will be a clerk in the
vues—Wednesday 1:15-1:30 ... If
For men properly qualified, po you're too tired to read your
Medical Department.
Stan Vaughn is undergoing sitions are open with salaries from WEEKLY and too lazy to ask
$1,500 to $5,000, the particular someone, simply set the dial for
training as an air cadet in Texas.
rate depending upon qualifications 12:30 and hear the hot cathode of
He is remembered on the campus for
of education, experience and gen the radio news department—Art
his outstanding football playing.
eral
accomplishments.
Farey. His guests each week are
Eric Jacobsen, another former
Students who think they have always interesting and Art's in
Stagg stalwart, is reputedly among
the proper qualifications should in formal manner sets them all at
the army forces in Australia.
quire
at the personnel office for fur ease. For the calendar of cam
Barry McDermott, who has
pus events it's Pacific Prevues
completed the preliminary training ther complete information.
and Art Farey. It's sign-off time
at the Marine Corps Bases in San
now, so keep tuned to your cam
Diego, will soon go to the Quar
University of Texas pharmacists pus studio ... Be back next issue.
termaster College in Toledo, Ohio.
Taking the beginning instruction are studying methods of growing,
Prevues of new programs to be
at San Diego with McDermott harvesting and curing Castilian
aired
this week:
were Wes Miller, Bob Lowrey and Malva, a new medicine that is ex
It's a half hour of concentrated
pected
to
revolutionize
treatment
of
Ed McNamara, all former Pacific
jocular, jocund, jubilant, joyous,
students.
wounds in wartime.

HEADQUARTERS
FOR REFRESHMENTS
ON THE CAMPUS

THE CUB HOUSE
Operated by
—Associated Women's Students
—Employing Student Help

'Where You Meet Everybody'

Grant
at Weber

Dial
2-0229

PLUMBING SERVICE
WITH A SMILE
MILLER-HAYS CO.
Ooftege of Pacific

fjwmAatn fStos.
P £ R S O N A L I Z E D

A E R V I C

Fine Furniture
Assured Quality
Personalized Service
417-21 E. Weber

nir-auiuics UII1X
years ago, "Stagg Upsets Cal."
"We dirt It' before and we can
do It *g»iuuK

Dial 9-9038

nui iu HE
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jolity — "The Friday Frolic,"—
the newest, fastest comedy vari
ety show on the air. Who is Bob
Hope? Who is Red Skelton? —
Never heard of them. But, have
you heard Bud Stefan as the fab
ulous, foolish, fuddy-wuddy Fred
die the Freshman? Ken Graue
and his new style of formal in
terviews? Louise Antone, the
song-bird of the studo? and the
dean of dimwits—Clint Sherwood
as master of ceremones? Well,
hear them all and more on the
"Friday Frolic" — Friday 4:305:00. It's as fresh as next week's
eggs — and we don't lay 'em, we
hope1 **
Something new under the sun
is the "Know Your College Show"
— aired Tuesdays at 1:15. The
American national government
class and Professor Malcolm
Eiselen met in the studios Wed
nesday and' recorded the class
session — This will be done in
many College classes. The opera
tor of the recording equipment
had a difficult time because of
the hilarious laughter of the class
at the razor-edged with of Dr.
Eiselen. The volume indicator
needle was swinging like mad as
the laughter boomed up the vol
ume. To hear actual class ses
sions in progress, listen to "Know
Your College", Tuesday at 1:151:30.

Keith Slaughter
Enlists for
Paratroop Duty

Keith Slaughter, former great
athlete and now a private in the
Army, is stationed at Camp Rob
erts preparatory to being re
moved to a parachute troop
training center.
Slaughter volunteered for the
paratroop duty and is anticipat
ing his advanced training at
either Fort Benning, Georgia, or
Camp Walters in Texas.
He was the main offensive cog
in last winter's football squad;
the previous spring he paced the
second-place Conference track
squad to its high place.

1
I

KENT TAYLOR

Japanese Students Must
Comply with Evacuation
" American-Born
Are Restricted

Music Notes
(Continued from Page Ttoo)

Here at Pacific the declare

Music, his appearance is important of war on the United States
and of interest to other representa the Japanese government i
caused serious differences in
tives.
Lucille Rowe was soloist on Paci
fic Musicale last Monday afternoon.
Next Monday, co-directors John
Dennis and Ernie Farmer have ar
ranged a quarter hour program fea
turing the pianistic stylization of
Gladys Cowen. Your dial set at
1230 at 5:30 Monday will bring
an interesting program. (Incident
ally, are you following the journal
istic accomplishments of "scribes"
Dennis and Farmer? Let not their
words of wisdom fall on barren
soil.)
Private Bob Harrison was in town
for a day last week. He was one
of the soloists in the "Seven Last
Words of Christ" presented at Cen
tral Methodist Church. His sister,
Barbara, also shared one of the solo
spots.
Also of military importance was
Sergeant Euvelle Enderlin's "brief
visit on business" last week. He oc
cupies the solo trumpet chair and is
band librarian at Hammer Field in
Fresno.

social and academic relationsh°Ur
These students whom we worlT
with and learned to like m i
now be considered as look '5'
over the wrone end of the
into our privare back yard
CURFEW
These students must now 0j,
serve the curfew hours as do 0th
ers of Japanese ancestry. Betvvee
the hour of 8:00 p. m. to 6j<!
a.m. they must remain in %
homes. No Japanese student |
allowed to attend night classes
after the curfew hour. There art
no exceptions to this rule.
The War Time Civilian Control Administration has just an.
nounced that the evacuation o!
these people will start any day as
plans for evacuation camps art
completed and made official. The
movement has been anticipated
for several weeks. This is evident
by the absence of various Japanese members of our student bodv,

EVACUATION
At the time of evacuation only
those who are too ill to be moved
or who are near death will h
exempted until that time when
movement is possible.
The purpose of this Control
Administration should be of vital
importance to the Japanese ele
ment of Stockton. Since the news
of the evacuation has spread, ram
who wish to purchase property
at rock bottom prices have taken
advantage of the Japanese land
owner who must be prepared to
leave at any time.

A word of praise for the Lenten
Program presented by the Stockton
High School Music Department. It
was a program presenting the four
major groups of the department and
was of interest and showed the in
tensive preparation necessary for
such a feat. Corporal Eugene Lancelle was soloist with the band and PROTECTOR
A Federal Reserve employee is
did a grand job.
ATTENTION, ARMY BOYS!
Keep us posted with your musical
achievements in camp.

on hand during the day at the
bureau to protect the interests ol
the Japanese property holder and
clarify any questions and solve
any problems which might come
up during the time of question
able evacuation.
We regret that such a situation
has been brought about and we
will be looking forward to to
time when evacuations will be a
thing of the past.

Two more additions to the armed
forces from Pacific are Glen and
Van Shaljian. They both played in
the band and are now Aviation
Cadets in the U. S. Army. Van is
at Santa Ana Field, California, and
A recent tabulation shows then
Glen is at Ellington Field, Houston, are seven education sororities in the
Texas.
nation's colleges.

SERVING PACIFIC

TED'S

MEAT MARKET
434 E. WEBER

ICE
COAL
WOOD
FUEL OIL
DIESEL OIL
STOVE OIL
CEMENT
LIME
BRICK
PLASTER
SAND
GRAVEL
ROCK

DIAL 2-2734

YOLLAND ICE
& FUEL CO.
INCORPORATED

Telephone 6-6966
Stockton, California
Office:
830 S. California
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Tiger Cindermen Travel to Chico
Eleven Trackmen Make Northern
Trip Tomorrow Minus
Ace Distance Man Lehman
By "KAP"

On the eve of their departure for their second cinder
meet of the current campaign, the College of Pacific tracksters were dealt another crushing wallop from the hand of
old lady luck when it was announced that Bob Lehman
one of the Tigers most popular and consistent star perform
ers would be unavailable from.,
henceforth on.

here in Baxter Stadium partly because of the efforts of one JACK
in front above. He is breaking the tape just ahead of
Chico's Kostiz in the 880 in last year's meet.
Kostiz is gone but Pacific's Hanner isn't. Hanner is explcted
lo win both the 880 and mile again tomorrow when the Tigers
journey to Chico.

BANNER,

Nope it isn't that Mr. Lehman
is ill, suffering from scholastic
deficiencies or any other of
countless reasons why a track
man is forced to leave the squad
just after he had won two first
places in the season's inaugural.
It's just the fickle finger of fate
or more ably put the hand of
Uncle Samuel and his millions of
boys in brown that reached out
and clutched the jersey of our
boy Robert.
At 7:45 this morning Mr. Leh
man became one of Pacific's
stars of the past and another gray
hair came into the life of Earl
"Stonewall" Jackson, the little
man has been slapped from pil
lar to pillar by the cruel hand of
fate.
Yup, as the old veteran Joe
Jacobs would have said, "We
wuz robbed." But the cat that
cried over spilt milk soon died of
starvation so from now on wipe
off those tears, children, and start
hoping for anything and every
thing as our boys tangle with
Chico State at Chico tomorrow
afternoon.
From here on in it looks as if
the chips will have to be placed
on Jack Hanner, Bob Conaway,
Boyd Thompson, Louie Coward
and Leland Hunt to carry the
load for the most riddled track
team in the nation.
There isn't much to go on inso
far as either team's chances are
concerned. Only dope available
is Chico's 66-65 win over Cal
Aggies last week. Pacific should
be rated the underdog and a win
will be a definite upset.
Those making the trip are:

Net Team Treks
To Chico, Reno

,Xntsr%voV«n
CABLE CORD
COTTON WITH
ouroNT NYLON
TOE TIP
MARVCLOUS
'wEAR'RESISTEBF

Let your feet breathe
f ;-vl. . . wear Cool breezy
-v. N "Nantucket Mesh"...
v ^ *Hi-Lo* Short Socks
"S. . . "Hi" enough to
"Cover Up."

BRAVO and McKEEGAN
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313 EAST MAIN STREET
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Journeying first to Chico and
then to Nevada, the College of
Pacific tennis team has a tough
week-end in store for them this
afternoon and tomorrow.
At two-thirty today the fiveman Tiger squad tangles with
Chico State. Accompanied by
Coach Chris Kjeldsen, they plan
to take off immediately after the
last! doubles match for their com
petition slated for 10:30 tomor
row morning with the University
of Nevada at Reno.
RATED HIGH
Kjeldsen expects his team to be
highly successful in both their
engagements because of their
showing against the Aggies last
week.
LEFT AT 8
Making the two-day trip are
Ian Hutcheon who will play as
number one man, Wilford Traphagen in the second spot, Bill
Hunefeld, Paul Craven and Ben
Hamm.
The squad left at 8 a. m. this
morning and expects to return to
Stockton early tomorrow even
ing.

John Beanland, Bob Conaway, Al
bert Deuth, Dave Early, Jack
Hanner, Bill Hansen, Leland
Hunt, A1 Philp, Bob Searl, Claire
Slaughter, Boyd Thomspon and
Vern Warkentine.

CAPTAIN

Tiger Net Men
Bow to Aggies
Cal Aggies narrowly nosed
out the College of Pacific racquet
wielders 3 to 4 here just before
spring vacation on Friday, March
27. The Tigers took two singles
matches and one doubles to the
Davismen's three singles victories
and one double win.
Bill Hunefeld and Ben Hamm,
playing three and five positions
respectively, were the victorious
Tigers in the singles. The COP
combination of Hutcheon and
Hunefeld won out over the Davis
double team of Brown and Har
ris.
Complete summary of all the
matches are as follows:
Hutcheon of Pacific lost to
Hapgood of Cal Aggies, 7-5, 6-4.
Traphagen was defeated by Har
ris of the Aggies, 6-0, 2-6, 6-2.
Hunefeld won over Brown,
6-1, 6-2.

Kellog of Aggies defeated Cra
ven 4-6, 6-2, 6-4.
Hamm won 7-5, 6-2 over Harkins of the Aggies.
The score of the first doubles
match was 2-6, 6-2, 6-1 with
Hutcheon and Hunefeld taking it.
Kellog and Hapgood of Cal Ag
gies won 6-1, 11-9 over Trapha
gen and Craven of Pacific.
GET YOUR HAIR CUT AT

BOB'S
Bob's Barber Shop
2008 PACIFIC AYE.

At the annual Alpha
ThetaTau basketball din
ner held just before
spring vacation, CLARE
SLAUGHTER, pictured
above, was elected by his
teamates the honorary
captain of the 1941-42
College of Pacific bas
ketball team.
Slaughter comes from
Reedley and played for
two years on the cham
pionship Reedley J. C.
cage team.
For the past two years
he has been a regular
forward under Coach
Francis here. He is a
hawk on defense. As far
as getting the ball off the
back b o a r d, Slaughter
seldom failed. During
the latter part of this sea
son he favored an in
jured knee, which kept
him out of the Merchant
Marines, but didn't keep
him out of the starting
line-up each week.
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REQUIRED BY MANY SCHOOLS
FOR SAFETY'S SAKE GET ONE
NOW FOR EVERY MEMBER
OF YOUR FAMILY
GENUINE STERLING SILVER

Briten's Alkalizing Foam—with its
millions of bubbles floods into tiny,
hidden crevices
where tooth decay
l
often starts. Gives
(_
safe,proper cleans- mJr jf p i o j
ing. Its delightful Q ^ | ^ f e d e « « i
flavor "just suits"
..//
the whole family, U/tUt
t0°

Every purchase of 25c
Size Briten Tooth Paste

ROSE
PHARMACY
2002 Pacific Avenue
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II. C. DUMPS
Bengal Barks TIGER
MERMEN
LAST TIME
HOT AND COLD

BEAT BEST
CAN'T MISS NOW

Although the Golden Bear mer
men turned back the Pacific Stu
dent Association swim outfit a
week ago Saturday at Berkeley,
yBy Dick Barkle
46 to 29, two Stockton boys cop
Its spring and a young man's thoughts lightly turns ped top honors by breaking two
to love or something. I wouldn't know.
California pool records.

And as it is spring it is time to think of track, tennis,
Bill Sheeran walked off with
golf, and swimming season. It is no time to turn b^pck to h o n o r s f o r t h e C a l i f o r n i a
squad after he backstroked to a
basketball season. I do know that.
new varsity 300-yar dmark in his
So help me it won't happen again after today.
A week ago Saturday night the Stanford Indians
trounced Dartmouth 35 to 53 in the play-off for the inter
collegiate basketball championship of the United States in
the Kansas City auditorium and as the U. S. is the only place
on this earth where basketball is played nowdays it may well
have been called a world championship game.
Stanford was rated number 29 in national rank ac
cording to the "Dick Dunkel System" before they started
their eastern trek. Colorado was rated as the nation's top
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event. The time was 1:43.6.
But it was the two recordbreaking performances of a pair
of Tigers, Fred Taoli and Ralph
Wright, that really stole the
show.

TIGER CUBS MEET LOBI H.S
TRAGKSTERS HERE TODAY
Local track followers get
their first look into the cur
rent cinder season this af
ternoon when the local JC
cubs engage in a triangular
meet with Stockton and
Lodi high schools here at
the Baxter oval.
Starting time is 3 o'clock
with the locals best bets
eminating from the per
formances of Daren McGavren in the pole vault, Geor
ge Ker in the weight
events and Dale Oliver in
the middle distances.

IRON MEN
The season is far too
young to make any type of
Both Taoli and Wright won
prediction on the possible
two events apiece for the Stock
outcome and the perform
ton squad, and then swam on the
ances of the Cub men in
four-man relay team which lost
many events are as yet un
by a stroke to the Bears.
Taoli, who established a new
certain.
220 free-style time of 2:14.2 for
the California pool, won both
this event and the 440 with ease.
Tigers run in meet at home next
At the finish he was a lap ahead
of his nearest competitor both Thursday.
times.
BREAKS OWN RECORD
It's Picnic Time
Wright demolished the same
and we have
pool record he himself set last
year in the U.C. - P.S.A. meet
FOOD TO SUIT YOUR
when he churned through the
SPRING APPETITE
200-yard breast stroke in 2:25.4.
Wright quickly lapped his Blue
and Gold rivals.
Wright also scored a win in
the 100 free-style sprint, beating
the field to the finish by a scant
half stroke margin.

team. By first dumping Rice In-*
stitute, rated number seven, 53-47, years ago. They figured on paper
Stanford moved into the finals by San Jose was three points better
knocking off the supposedly un than Notre Dame because they
beatable mountain boys of Colo- beat us 28 to 7 and Notre Dame
rado, 35-46..
beat us 25 to 7. This stuff just
Now for College of Pacific's doesn't go. If we claim we are
connection with this Stanford nine points better than Stanford
team. Those who saw basketball because we lost to Santa Clara by
die a horrible death at C.O.P. one point it would be just as
three weeks ago when a "pool big a joke.
room" outfit from the local in
However, the "Dick Dunkel
dustrial league plastered the System" is a big farce when it
Bengals in a US(3 post season places Stanford 29th and Colora
contest will have a tough time do as the nation's best. Stanford
seeing anything the Tigers have beats Colorado by 11 points
in common with the Indians.
which is by a long ways no joke.
NIGHT-MARE
Pacific wasn't rated a China
That benefit game was a night man's chance to beat U.S.F. this
mare for the Tigers. It was a year. The Dons had dumped
night-mare because they wanted U.S.C., St. Mary's, and Santa
to forget the season they lost the Clara, Cal., and U.C.L.A. The
BUY ADVERTISED GOODS
Pacific Weekly advertisers help sup
title by a few scoring points be Dons thought it was funny when port
student activities—support our
cause of one lone two-point con they luckily won by two points advertisers.
ference loss a few nights before. the first night. They knew it
They came back and poured it on wasn't the next night when Paci
bums the next. When they played
to this Chico team by twenty fic bounced them 38 to 25.
ball you knew they had been
points the next night.
TO THE POINT
taught plenty. Their plays, their
They were cold the first night,
Debaters of which Pacific is passing, their defense clicked
and hot the next. That's the way supposed to have plenty are
beautifully. But when a team for
the Tigers were all season. This noted for saying nothing. Hence
gets in one week everything
year's team was the "hotest" and they are open for the question
they've been taught there is noth
"coldest" outfit ever to play for if you are doing nothing, how
ing
a coach can do but sit and
Pacific.
do you know when to quit?
watch and feel like, I mean sick.
Two thousand fans in Stanford
The same analogy holds true
For six years Ralph has been
Pavillion saw Pacific on a hot with guys like me who "tryl"
narrowly missing a champion
night a month or so ago. The to write columns. So to show
ship in one way or another. He
Tigers snatched an early lead, you that I have seen the light
is playing ball for Uncle Sam
lost it before the half, but stayed and reformed, I am now going
now and believe you me he has
in the game all the time in the to tell you what I could have
his first shot at a World Cham
last
period
against
Everett told you in the first paragraph.
pionship. This is one time he
Dean's strongest five-man com
On Wednesday evening just isn't going to miss.
bination. The final 32-42 score before spring vacation coach
was no shameful loss, especially upsets of the current school year
when you look at what the In when before a basketball dinner
dians did to Colorado minus the given by Alpha Theta Tau soror
services of their star Don Bur- ity he announced his resignation
Groceries
ness. He played the full route as head cage coach. From now
against the Tigers. Then when on he will be connected with the
Poultry
Stanford astonishes the mid-west recreational department of the
Vegetables
basketball fans by walking over United States Navy.
Fruits
Dartmouth by 18 points minus the
It's kind of funny, but when
services of both Burness and Jim ever someone dies, resigns or gets
Meats
Pollard it was hard to believe. sick a eulogy is usually written
They both went the full route about the many wonderful
against Pacific. Add this to the things he contributed while he
fact the C.O.P.-Indian game was coached, slept or merely existed.
American and Channel
played on Stanford's home court,
This isn't a eulogy. We're not
considered a 6 to 8 point advan offering false and meritorious
tage for the home team .
praise.
The worst defeat Stanford suf
I guess I've wasted a lot of
fered this season was a ten-point time and energy trying to show
set back at the hands of the Santa how Coach Ralph Francis' last
UNION OIL PRODUCTS
Clara Broncos. College of Pacific Pacific cage team compared with
played these same Broncos in the *he "big lous" of the Pacific
"cracker box" Santa Clara gym Coast and even the nation. It
this season. The game went into knocked over and came mighty
an overtime period with the close to downing the best this
Broncos spliting the mesh for season.
two points and a last second 33
Pacific and Castle
They say a Hollywood star is
to 32 victory.
Phone 2-9010
temperamental. Well, any movie
BIG JOKE
star would have a tough time
"One Hour Battery
But that's just like San Jose beating anyone of those guys on
Charging"
State students who raved about this year's Pacific varsity. They
their unbeatable grid team of two looked great one weekend, like

Among the jaysee
men
who have yet to prove wv,
they can do are Bob Atkj8'
son, George Dedekam, Ed
Hannay, Sam Jones, j0r
Kramer, Ed Manuel, W;"
field Mead, John Miller, R "
Mitchler,
Eugene M0].S
Ralph Netzer, Neal PearSOn'
John Schediwy, D u a n '
Shively, Don Stewart.
Dedekam shines in three
events, namely, the Poit,
vault, hurdles, and broad
jump. Ray Mitchler is a
weight man.
The Lodi Flames have
one of their strongest squads
in years. They come up
with a well balanced team
every year and this year is
no exception.
Remember, 3 p. m. today
in Baxter Stadium.

BUY ADVERTISED GOODS
Pacific Weekly advertisers help
port student activities—support
advertisers.

VALLEY
FLORAL CO.
"DISTINCTIVE
CORSAGES"
109 N. SUTTER
PHONE 4-4613

Gaia-Delucchi

Bill Lunt
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KENT TAYLOR

Ice-cold Coca-Cola is re
freshing ... refreshing as
only Coca-Cola can be. In
its frosty bottle dwells the
quality of genuine good
ness. And taste... a taste
delicious, exciting. Thirst
asks nothing more.
You trust its quality
s

COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY OF STOCKTON, LIMIT1
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